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Urbanization is taking place rapidly in India. The percentage of population living in urban 
settlement in India increased from 27.8 % in 2001 to 31.2 % in 2011. In absolute terms, the 
urban population increased from 285 million to 377 million between 2001 and 2011. 
However, this increase in urban population is not uniform among the different size classes of 
urban settlement.It has been observed that large cities are growing rapidly and small and 
medium towns are either stagnating or on the decline. Emergence of this type of urban 
structure is unbalanced ad undesirable.The present paper makes an attempt to understand 
urbanization, urban growth and the evolution of urban structure in Gautam Buddha Nagar 
district of Uttar Pradesh in India from 1901 onwards. It was found in the study area that all 
old towns except Dadri is witnessing low growth rate indicating that these towns are 
stagnating mainly due to lack of employment/economic opportunities and interior location. 
On the other hand, two new census towns that have come up in the study area in the recent 
past are witnessing rapid urban growth. In fact, as per 2011 census only these two new urban 
settlements are cities with population of more than 1 lakh whereas population of all older 
towns are less than 1 lakh. 
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Introduction 

Twentieth century marks the period of rapid urbanization. The percentage of urban 
population in the world increased from 14 % in 1901 to 47 % in 2001. This urbanization not 
only led to an increase in people living in urban areas but it totally transformed the society – 
socially, politically and economically. Cities have emerged as engines of growth and 
urbanization is desirable for economic development. 

In last few years, it has been observed that large cities are growing rapidly whereas small and 
medium towns are either stagnating or declining. This is not a happy situation as on the one 
hand it is causing problem of overcrowding, congestion, urban poverty, slum etc. in large 
cities on the other hand small and medium towns are unable to perform their expected 
functions due to stagnation. 

Evolution of this type of urban system is indicative of systematic disfunction. Urbanization is 
desirable but a balanced urban system is one where there is adequate and proportional growth 
of urban settlements of all size classes. The objective of the study is to understand 
urbanization, urban growth and urban structure in Gautam Buddha Nagar district of Uttar 
Pradesh in India from 1901 onwards. 

Review of Literature 

There are large number of studies on urbanization, urban growth and urban structure. 
Ramachandran (1991) has observed that “an important aspect of urbanization all over the 
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world is the uneven pattern of development of small towns and big towns within the system. 
Every urban system is characterized by the presence of a few large cities and a large number 
of small towns.” Chattarjee (2014) has opined that “in the discussion of India’s urbanization, 
an important issue is its ‘top heaviness’. Most of the urbanized people here live in the larger 
cities, compared to other urbanized countries”.  

A number of studies on urbanization has found that class I cities are growing at a higher rate 
compared to small and medium towns (Eighth Five Year Plan, 1992; Cohen, 2006; Kumar, 
2015 and Shekhar, 2017). On the other hand, smalland medium towns are either stagnating or 
on the decline. Montgomery (2012) andRoy (1994) have discussed the causes of this 
emerging urban structure. 

Database and Methodology 

The study is based upon secondary sources of information. An extensive literature survey was 
carried out to set the conceptual background and objectives of this study. Population data 
pertaining to the study area which forms the main basis of analysis has been taken from 
various reports of census of India. To assess the trend and impact of urbanization in Gautam 
Buddha Nagar district landuse/cover map was prepared from Satellite Imageries (Sinha, 
2017). 

Study Area 

Gautam Buddha Nagar district lies in the National Capital Region. The district was created in 
1997 with the transfer of area from Bulandsahar and Ghaziabad district. The district is 
located between 28o6’ N and 28o40’ N latitude and 77o17’E and 77o42’ E longitudes. The 
study area is bounded by Bulandsahar district in East and south, NCT Delhi and Faridabad 
district of Haryana in the west, Ghaziabad district in the north. The district had a population 
of 16,48,115 persons in 2011 with an area of 1442 sq. kms. There were 13 urban settlements 
in the district as per 2011 census. 

Demographic Profile 

The population of district was 2,32,392 in 1901 which has increased to 16,48,115 in 2011 
(Table 1). An analysis of the table reveals that the decadal growthrate was low or negative 
between 1901 and 1931 and moderate between 1931 and 1981. The growth rate has been high 
in the district since1981. 

[ Table 1 Here ] 

Rural population of the district was 2,07,685 in 1901 which has increased to 6,73,806 in 
2011. The decadal growth rate of rural population has been negative to 
lowbetween1901and1931andmoderatebetween1931and2001.Between2001-2011 the rural 
population in the district decreased from 7,52,615 to 6,73,806 persons indicating the presence 
of push factors which have resulted into migration of rural population to urban areas. Many 
villages have also got subsumed within the urban limit with change in the delimitation of 
urban boundary. 
 
The urban population in district increased from 24,707 in 1901 to 9,74,309 in 2011. The 
district is witnessing high decadal growth of urban population since 1971. The urban 
population of the district more than doubled between 2001 and 2011 with an absolute 
increase of about 5.25 lakhpersons. 

The above analysis reveals that the population of the district is witnessing higher growth rate 
since last four decades; more particularly urban population in the district is increasing 
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rapidly. Consequently, percentage of urban population to total population has increased from 
10.63 % in 1981 to 59.11 % in 2011. Urbanpopulation in the 
districthasdoubledinthelastdecade(116.7 %). The unprecedented growth in urban population 
is caused by the emergence of Noidaand Greater Noida as magnet formigrants. 

Urbanization in Gautam Buddha Nagar District 

In 1901 there were five towns in the area which is now Gautam Budh Nagar district – Jewar, 
Dankaur, Rabupura, Bilaspur and Kakod. The total urban population was 24,707 (10.63 % of 
total population) with Jewar being the largest urban settlement having a population of 7,718 
persons. In 1911 although the number of urban settlements in the study area remained the 
same (five), there was a marginal decline in urban population. In 1921 Dadri also came up as 
a town and thus the number of towns increased to six which remained the same till 1951 
census. In 1961 four statutory towns of the study area were declassified- Jewar, Rabupura, 
Bilaspur and Kakod. Thus, only Dadri and Dankaur remained urban settlement as per 1961 
and 1971 census. In 1981 census, five more settlements were classified as towns- Jewar, 
Rabupura, Bilaspur, jahangirpur, Kakod as statutory towns. Thus, the number of towns in 
1981was seven in the study area. All these towns were statutory towns. In 1991 Noida was 
added as a Census town in the district increasing the number of urban 
settlementstoeight.In1991forthefirsttimethepopulationofanurbansettlementi.e. Noida was 
more than 1,00,000. Thus, the first city in the district came up in 1991 census.  One more 
census town- Salarpur Khadar within NOIDA area was recognized in 2001 by census and 
thus the number of urban settlements increased to nine. Salarpur Khadar census town lies 
within the area of NOIDA. Thus, in 2001 there were two census towns in NOIDA- Noida and 
SalarpurKhadar. 
In 2011 census five more settlements were recognized as census towns- ChipiyanaBuzurg, 
Chhaparaula, Patadi, KherliHafizpur and Greater Noida. However, one town Kakod was 
transferred to Bulandsahar district between 2001 and 2011 census. Thus, the total number of 
urban settlements increased to 13 – 7 census and 6 statuary towns. Out of these 13 urban 
settlements only two settlements (Noida and Greater Noida) had a population of more than 
onelakh. 
The Urban population in district in 1901 was 24,707 (10.63 per cent) with the population of 
largest town Jewar being 7718 (Table 2). The oldest towns in the district have witnessed low 
to moderate growth between 1901 and 2011 except Dadri. Consequently, the population of all 
these towns were less than 35,000. 

[ Table2  Here ] 
 

Dadri which became a town in 1921 with a population of 3,092 persons became the largest 
urban settlement in the district in 1961 with a population of 8,693 persons and remained 
largest urban settlement till 1981 census. As per census 2011, it ranks third in the district after 
Noida and Greater Noida. However, amongst the old towns of the district, Dadri has the 
highest population. The town located on NH-91 is very well connected by rail and road. It is 
designated ‘sub-regional center’ in the hierarchy of settlementproposedbyUPSub-
regionalPlanwithintheNCRplanningregionwithanascribed population of 3.3 lakhs in 2031. 
Government of India has initiated a number of projects which is likely to make Dadri an 
important economic center in the region.   A major project with an investment area of 200 sq. 
kms. named as “Dadri-Noida- Ghaziabad Investment Region” (DNGIR) within Delhi 
Mumbai Industrial corridor (DMIC) has been planned which is going to boost economic 
activities in Dadri. The proposal of Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC) for establishing Multi 
Modal Logistic Park (MMLP) and new transport terminals for Eastern and Western 
Dedicated Freight Corridors at Dadri is also expected to boost economic activity in thetown. 
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The population of the town was 3092 in 1921 which has increased to 91,189 in 2011. Before 
independence of India the town had witnessed low to moderate growth whereas after 
independence the rate of growth of population has increased. The town has witnessed higher 
decadal growth rate of about 60 to 75 % in the last three decades (Table 3). However, this 
growth rate has been mainly because of natural increase and settling of families living in 
villages around Dadri town.  There has not been significant in-migration from other districts 
of Uttar Pradesh or other states. 

[ Table 3Here ] 
 
In 1991 the new planned township of Noida was classified as a census town and it emerged as 
the largest urban settlement with a population of 1,46,514 persons. Also, in 1991 for the first 
time in the district a town (Noida) had a population of more than one lakh. Thus, first city in 
the district came up in 1991 with all others remaining towns. Between 1991 and 2011 the 
urban population of Gautam Buddha Nagar district increased by 7,25,752 with a growth rate 
of 81.8 %between 1991 and 2001, and 116.75 %between 2001 and 2011. This increase in 
urban population in the district was mostly contributed by Noida (4,90,758) and the coming 
up of new planned township Greater Noida adjacent to Noida (1,02,054). The decadal growth 
rate of Noida since 1991 has been around 108 %and thus the population of Noida has been 
doubling every decade since 1991. It is clear from the Table 3 that high rate of urban growth 
in Gautam Buddha Nagar district is mainly due to growth of population in Noida. The two 
class-I town in the district are newly classified census towns whereas none of the older towns 
could ever become a class-I town due to their stagnanteconomy. 

The above discussion reveals that although the district is witnessing rapid urbanization since 
1981 this has not taken place in the older towns. The older towns have witnessed low to 
moderate growth rate except Dadri which has witnessed higher growth. The major increase in 
the urban population in the district is an outcome of the coming up of two new planned 
industrial townships - Noida and Greater Noida. The population of these two cities are 
increasing rapidly due to their 
nearnesstoDelhi,planneddevelopmentandbeingpartofNationalCapitalRegion. 

[ Fig 1 and 2Here ] 
 
Growth of Urban built-up area has been presented in Table 4. Due to Urbanization in the 
study area, the built-up area in 13 urban settlements increased from 7389.3 ha in 1977 to 
2889.3 ha in 2011. This increase of 21609 ha of urban built-up area between 1977 and 2011 
has been by and large at the cost of fertile agricultural land.Spatial pattern of built-up area is 
analysed from land use/cover maps of 1977and 2011 of district Gautam Buddha Nagar (Fig 1 
and 2).  A comparative study of the maps of two time period reveals that urban development 
in the district has almost concentrated in the north-western part of district comprising of 
Noida, Greater Noida, Dadri, Chhaparaula, ChipiyanaBuzurg. This part of the district is 
rapidly evolving as an urbanized zone with Noida and Greater Noida emerging as compact 
planned twin cities. Beyond north-western part of district there are only two significant 
patches of urban built-up area- Dankaur in central part and Jewar in thesouth. 

Conclusion 

Urbanization is taking place rapidly in the study area. This rapid urbanization is due to 
growth of population in the coming up of two new census towns – Noida and Greater Noida. 
All the old towns in the districts except Dadri are stagnating. Since 1981, Dadri is witnessing 
high growth rate due to creation of economic opportunities and its location on national 
highways.Employment opportunities, location and infrastructure development are the major 
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cause of the given pattern of urban development in the district. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Population of Gautam Buddha Nagar (1901-2011) 
 

 

Year 

Rural Urban Total 

Absolute PercentageGrowth 
Rate 

Absolute PercentageGrowth 
Rate 

Absolute Growth 
Rate 

1901 207685 89.36 - 24707 10.64 - 232392 - 
1911 208223 90.77 0.3 21172 09.23 -14.3 229395 -1.3 
1921 197161 88.99 -5.3 24381 11.01 15.2 221542 -3.4 
1931 210959 89.22 7.0 25476 10.78 4.5 236435 6.7 
1941 246344 89.23 16.8 29713 10.77 16.6 276057 16.8 
1951 291195 90.80 18.2 29488 09.20 -0.8 320683 16.2 
1961 361222 95.58 24.1 16688 04.42 -43.4 377910 17.9 
1971 440993 95.66 22.1 19974 04.34 19.7 460967 22.0 
1981 511890 88.37 16.1 67339 11.63 237.1 579229 25.7 
1991 601185 70.74 17.4 248557 29.26 269.1 849742 46.7 
2001 752615 62.61 25.2 449415 37.39 80.8 1202030 41.5 
2011 673806 40.88 -10.5 974309 59.12 116.7 1648115 37.1 

Source: Census of India, 2011 
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Table 2: Population of Urban Settlements of Gautam Buddha Nagar (1901-2011) 
 

Towns 19
01 

19
11 

19
21 

19
31 

19
41 

19
51 

19
61 

197
1 

198
1 

1991 2001 2011 

Noida - - - - - - - - - 1465
14 

3050
58 

6372
72 

Dadri - - 30
92 

40
36 

44
19 

66
68 

86
93 

130
61 

197
23 

3288
3 

5741
6 

9118
9 

Jewar 77
18 

68
84 

65
64 

66
93 

85
92 

79
17 

D D 152
75 

2137
6 

2701
6 

3226
9 

Dankaur 54
44 

53
40 

51
77 

48
39 

52
89 

45
00 

79
95 

691
3 

793
5 

9531 1199
9 

1352
0 

Rabupura 50
48 

46
02 

41
08 

43
98 

53
82 

55
30 

D D 899
9 

1076
9 

1304
6 

1545
4 

Salarpur 
Khadar 

- - - - - - - - - - 1075
0 

1360
0 

Bilaspur 33
45 

31
01 

26
70 

30
34 

29
90 

24
71 

D D 466
1 

6127 7481 8980 

Jahangirpu
r 

- - - - - - - - 644
7 

8206 9510 1100
6 

Kakod 31
52 

12
45 

27
61 

24
76 

30
41 

24
02 

D D 429
9 

5838 7139 - 

Chipyanab
uzurg 

- - - - - - - - - - - 1740
0 

Chhapraul
a 

- - - - - - - - - - - 1515
4 

Patadi - - - - - - - - - - - 8479 
KherliFahi
zpur 

- - - - - - - - - - - 7932 

Greater 
Noida 

- - - - - - - - - - - 1020
54 

Source: Census of India 2001-2011 

D- Declassified 
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Table3:PopulationGrowthRateof Urban Settlements inGautamBuddha Nagar(1991-2011) 
 

Town 1991 2001 2011 
Decadal Growth Rate 
1991-2001 2001-2011 

Noida 146514 305058 637272 108.2 108.9 
Dadri 32883 57416 91189 74.06 58.82 
Jewar 21376 27016 32269 26.38 19.44 
Dankaur 9531 11999 13520 25.89 12.67 
Rabupura 10769 13046 15454 21.14 18.45 
Salarpur Khadar - 10750 13600 - 26.51 
Bilaspur 6127 7481 8980 22.09 20.03 
Jahangirpur 8206 9510 11006 15.89 15.73 
Chipyanabuzurg - - 17400 - - 
Chhapraula - - 15154 - - 
Patadi - - 8479 - - 
KherliHafizpur - - 7932 - - 
Greater Noida - - 102054 - - 
Kakod 5838 7139 - - - 
Total 248557 449415 974309 80.8 116.79 

Source: District Census Handbook, 2011 

Table 4: Change in Built-Up Area of Urban Settlements in Gautam Buddha Nagar District 
1977 and 2011 (ha) 

Towns 1977 2011 
Noida 3727.02 12343.09 
Dadri 89.76 45.57 
Jewar 73.15 539.28 
Dankaur 126.75 385.74 
Rabupura 68.62 143.55 
Salarpur Khadar 64.98 170.91 
Bilaspur 27.21 128.74 
Jahangirpur 39.75 158.76 
Chipyanabuzurg 33.32 288.45 
Chhapraula 42.91 313.83 
Patadi 11.66 68.95 
KherliFahizpur 29.34 132.75 
Greater Noida 3054.83 14178.7 
Gautam Buddha Nagar 7389.3 28898.32 

Source: Sinha, 2017 
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Figures 
 
 

 
 

Fig1: Land Use /Cover Map of Gautam Buddha Nagar, 1977 
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Fig 2: Land Use /Cover Map of Gautam Buddha Nagar, 2011 
 


